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Solar energy is one of the most promising energy sources in the world. The 

amount of sun’s radiation reaching the earth’s surface can be utilized for 

producing power. The conversion of solar energy to electrical energy is attainable 

by the utilization of Photovoltaic (PV) technology. This technology has been used 

for many years and has proved to be successful for power generation but faces 

challenges in adaptation to the local environment predominantly due to changes 

in climatic conditions such as high ambient temperature. From previous studies it 

has been established that conversion efficiency, which translates to power output 

of the PV system, falls rapidly as the module temperature increases. Therefore, in 

order to achieve increased power output, the PV modules are combined with a 

heat extraction mechanism to cool them effectively. In this thesis, an electrical and 

thermal model for an air cooled as well as water cooled PV module is developed 

to predict the performance of the PV/T system. Furthermore, an experimental 

work is carried out to study the effect of reducing the cell temperature of the PV 

panel using water cooling technique.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Research Background 

Energy is currently an important issue all over the world. The demand for fossil fuel has 

grown steadily due to increased industrial activities in developing and developed 

countries. It is estimated that the world energy demand will increase by 45% between 

2010 and 2030 [1], and the rate of increase will be 1.6% per year as shown in Fig 1.1.  

The figure shows the estimated world primary energy demand from 1971 to 2030. In 

general, fossil fuels such as oil, coal and natural gas can be considered as primary sources 

of energy, especially, oil which is the most dominant fuel in the world. The increase of 

the energy demand may be met by utilizing fossil fuel resources but the amount of 

greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere will reach a dangerous level. Enormous 

usage results in exhaustion of these resources and presents a significant danger to the 

surroundings, mostly through global warming [2]. The fact that oil is running out fast 

should be kept in mind and different alternatives should be adopted. 
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Figure 1.1: World energy demands [1] 
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tomorrow’s stable supply of energy. Solar and Wind energy are being considered the 

biggest sources of renewable energy.  

Solar energy is utilized for producing power in two basic methods one by the 

employment of Photovoltaic (PV) technology and the other by the use of solar/thermal 

technologies. The use of PV cells to produce electricity has increased in the last few 

decades and keeps growing as their manufacturing cost decreases and as the world 

becomes more concerned about energy use. These facilities were basically targeted in 

remote locations initially, because they do not have access to electrical utility grids. 

However with time these technologies are being implemented among the local 

communities where they are connected to the electrical grids to feed in tariff [2].   

More than half of the known oil reserves in the world are present in the middle east. The 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is a large country with an area of 2.3 million km
2
. The 

electricity consumption has greatly increased in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, about 75% 

over the past decade. Occupying four-fifths of the Arabian Peninsula, Saudi Arabia is the 

second largest country in the Middle East. Saudi Arabia is the world's 19th greatest 

electricity consuming nation and accounts for slightly less than 1% of the world annual 

electricity generation [3]. The use of PV technology in the Kingdom is about to see its 

future in the coming years more particularly because the country receives very high solar 

radiation throughout the year. The use of PV technology is likely to face few challenges 

in its adaptation to the local environment predominantly because of high ambient 

temperature and dust.  
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The power output from the photovoltaic cell depends on the intensity of the sunlight, the 

cell temperature, the panel’s orientation, and its size, among others. The intensity of light 

affects primarily the amount of current produced, making it proportional, while the cell 

temperature controls the voltage produced. As the cell temperature increases, the current 

produced remains the same but the voltage is reduced since the band gap reduces, 

reducing the output power. Therefore, the power generated in summer does not 

necessarily increase even if the irradiance increases. Since the conversion efficiency of a 

PV is not absolutely high, the decrease of the conversion efficiency caused by PV 

temperature rise cannot be disregarded [4]. Due to the adverse climatic conditions in 

Saudi Arabia, the PV technology is likely to face the problem of rising cell temperature 

and hence a study needs to be performed to analyze this problem and come out with 

effective solutions.  

1.2   PV Technology 

To convert this available solar energy into electrical energy, photovoltaic (PV) systems 

are used. Photovoltaic panels (Fig. 1.2) use the photovoltaic effect (Fig. 1.3) in order to 

directly obtain the above conversion. Typical layers of PV module are shown in Fig. 1.4. 

PV systems are popularly configured as stand-alone, grid-connected and hybrid systems. 

The performance of the PV system depends upon several factors, especially the weather 

conditions such as solar radiation, ambient temperature and wind speed.  'Photovoltaic' 

mainly means electricity from the energy of sunlight. First used in about 1890, the word 

has two parts: photo, derived from the Greek 'phos' meaning light, and volt, a unit of 
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measurement named for Alessandro Volta (1745-1827), a pioneer in the study of 

electricity [5].  

Figure 1.2: Photovoltaic Panels [6] 

Figure 1.3: Photo-voltaic effect [6] 
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Figure 1.4: Typical layers of construction of a photovoltaic module. 

PV systems have a significant advantage over other technologies. Firstly, they can be 

installed on roofs and can be an integral part of a building. Secondly, even ground-

mounted PV collectors are efficient from the perspective of land use. Flat-plate PV 

technology is the most economical means to produce electricity. Thirdly, adequate 

sunlight is present in predictable amounts almost everywhere. From environmental 

viewpoint, PV is the clear choice as it provides sustainable energy, operates silently, 

produces no toxic emissions or greenhouse gases, and causes no hazardous waste. PV 

systems generate electricity using the Sun's free energy and moreover, they do not have 

any rotating components which are prone to wear out with time, hence, low maintenance 

cost. Photovoltaic production is doubling every 2 years, increasing by an average of 48 

percent each year since 2002, making it the world’s fastest-growing energy technology. 

Roughly 90% of this generating capacity consists of grid-tied electrical systems. But the 

drawback of PV system is its costs. This is because high production cost of silicon from 

its raw form, silica [7]. Effective ways to reduce the system cost are being studied and 

analyzed in the research field. There are mainly four general types of PV cells namely, 

mono-crystalline silicon, poly-crystalline silicon, ribbon silicon and amorphous silicon. 
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The mentioned advantages and disadvantages of the PV systems are discussed in detail 

below. 

1.2.1 Advantages of Photovoltaic Systems 

PV systems offer substantial advantages over standard power sources: 

� Reliable: Even in tough conditions, photovoltaic systems have proven their 

consistency.  

� Durable: Many modules available today show no degradation after many years of 

usage. It is likely that future modules will produce power for 25 years or more. 

� Low maintenance cost: Since PV systems require only periodic inspection and 

occasional maintenance, maintenance costs are usually less than those with 

conventionally fueled systems. 

� No fuel cost: No fuel source is required hence, there is no cost associated with 

purchasing, storing, or transporting fuel. 

� Reduced Sound Pollution: Photovoltaic systems operate silently and with minimal 

movement. 

� Photovoltaic Modularity: PV systems are more cost effective than bulky 

conventional systems. In order to increase the available power, modules are 

combined to form arrays. 

� Safety: PV systems are very safe when properly designed and installed systems do 

not require the usage of combustible fuels. 
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1.2.2   Disadvantages of Photovoltaic systems

PV systems have some disadvantages when compared to conventional power systems: 

� Primary Cost: Since the cost of conventional fuel sources increases, the primary 

cost of PV systems decreases [7]. 

� Inconsistency of available solar irradiance: Variations in climate conditions 

require changes in system design. Climatic conditions can affect the power output 

of any solar-based energy system.  

� Energy Storage: PV systems utilize batteries for storing energy, thereby 

increasing the size, cost, and complexity of a system. 

� Improvements in efficiency: A cost-effective use of PV requires a high-efficiency 

approach to energy consumption. 

1.2.3   PV Applications 

The electricity from PV systems can be used for a wide range of applications such as:

� PV in power stations: Many solar photovoltaic power stations have been built, 

mainly in Europe. Most of these plants are integrated to national grids as a 

supplementary power source. 

� PV in satellites: PV has traditionally been used for auxiliary power in space. The 

International space station uses multiple solar arrays to power all the equipment 

on board. 
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� PV in buildings: Building integrated photovoltaic’s (BIPV) are increasingly 

incorporated into new domestic and industrial buildings as a principle or ancillary 

source of electric power, and are one of the fastest growing segments of the 

photovoltaic industry. (Fig. 1.5) 

Figure 1.5: PV in buildings. [7] 

� PV in standalone and grid connected systems: PV has been used for many years to 

power calculators and novelty devices. In particular, it is used in parking meters, 

emergency telephones and temporary traffic signs. 

� PV in agriculture: PV systems are used effectively worldwide to pump water for 

livestock, plants or humans. Water pumping appears to be most suitable for solar 

PV applications as water demand increases during dry days when plenty of 

sunshine is available. 
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1.2.4   Photovoltaic effect 

Photovoltaic effect refers to a physical phenomenon where the energy carried by 

electromagnetic radiation is converted into electrical energy. The devices used for 

carrying out such conversion are known as solar PV cells.  

Sunlight consists of photons which are packets of solar energy which contain different 

amounts of energy that correspond to the different wavelengths of the solar spectrum. 

The absorbed photons produce electricity when they strike a PV cell.  

Certain special electrical characteristics of the PV cell (a built-in electric field) provide 

the necessary voltage required to pass the current through an external load. The output of 

these cells is limited by several factors. There is a minimum energy level of photons that 

can cause the creation of a hole-electron pair. For silicon, the maximum wavelength is 

1.15 �m. Radiation at higher wavelengths does not produce hole-electron pairs but heats 

the cell. Each photon causes the creation of single hole-electron pair, and the energy of 

photons in excess of which is required to create these pairs is also converted to heat.  

Solar cell technology is evolving rapidly, in developing new and more efficient cells and 

in reducing the cost of manufacture. There are many variations in cell material, design, 

and methods of manufacture. Amorphous or polycrystalline silicon (Si), cadmium sulfide 

(CdS), gallium arsenide (GaAs), and other semiconductors are used for cells. Cells are 

combined to produce modules which in turn combined to produce arrays (Fig. 1.6) are 

connected in series and parallel to provide convenient currents and voltages.  
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Figure 1.6: PV cell, module, array [7] 

1.3   PV/ T Technology

A PV thermal (PV/T) collector is a module in which the PV not only produces electricity 

but also serves as a thermal absorber. A hybrid PV panel is shown in Fig 1.7. The 

removal of the heat from the back of the PV modules also enhances the electrical 

operating efficiency of the panel. In this way, power and heat are produced 

simultaneously. The cooling medium can be water or air thereby cooling the panel and 

making it efficient. The most widely used fluid is water and the heat collection systems 

are flat-plate collectors and solar cells for electrical and thermal applications respectively. 

When the module temperature is increased, the efficiency drops. This can typically result 

in an efficiency drop off of 0.5% per °C increase in the cell operating temperature [7]. 

The operating temperature increases since a large part of the solar radiation is not 
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available conventional alternatives, the return on investment has become increasingly 

attractive with the increase in prices of conventional energy. 

There are several reasons which motivate the development of the PV/T system (Fig. 1.9). 

One of the main reasons is that it can provide higher efficiency than the individual PV 

and thermal collector system. With increased the efficiency, the payback period of the 

system can also be shortened. 

Figure 1.8: Module temperature comparison between a bare PV panel and water cooled panel [7]  
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The main features of the PV/T system [7] are as follows: 

� It is bi-functional system which can produce both electricity and heat output; 

� It is economical and flexible: the combined efficiency is always higher than using 

two independent systems and is especially attractive in building integrated 

photovoltaic when roof spacing is limited; 

� The heat output generated can be used for both heating and cooling applications 

depending on the season. 

� It can be easily be integrated to building without any major modification making 

it practically feasible technology 

  

  

Figure 1.9: Comparison between various PV/T systems. 
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1.4   Thesis Objectives 

The objectives of this thesis work are summarized below: 

1. Firstly, to develop an electrical model for PV modules which can predict the 

performance parameters including cell temperature, maximum power point current 

and voltage, module efficiency using EES software and validate with the 

experimental tests conducted for the climate of Dhahran. 

2. Secondly, to develop a thermal model for PV/T air and water cooled panel to predict 

the thermal parameters including back surface temperature, solar cell temperature, 

thermal energy absorbed and thermal efficiency using EES software and validate their 

results as well. 

3. Finally, an experimental investigation will be made to analyze the effect of reducing 

the cell temperature (by water cooling the panel) on power output and a comparison 

of the output of the module without and with cooling would be made.  The 

mechanism of cooling is done by incorporating a heat exchanger behind the PV 

module and circulating water to achieve the thermal energy gain from the module. 
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1.5   Thesis Outline 

Chapter 1 introduces the subject of PV technology followed by the research objectives of 

this study. 

Chapter 2 reviews the literature related to PV electrical and thermal modeling. The first 

part reviews different numerical models for estimating the electrical parameters of PV 

modules. The second part presents the review of thermal modeling and experimental 

studies (both air and water cooled) of PV modules. 

In Chapter 3, the numerical modeling of the PV and PV/T systems is discussed. The 

modeling involves 3 parts. The first part is the electrical model which predicts the module 

parameters with climatic data and the data supplied by the manufacturer. The second part 

involves the modeling of a PV-air cooled model, which predicts the thermal parameters 

and the last part describes the modeling of PV-water cooled model. 

Chapter 4 describes the experimental study carried out for studying the heat transfer 

characteristics of the PV panel. This chapter has two sections, the first part deals with the 

experimental evaluation of the conventional PV module. The second part deals with the 

integrated PV module with the water cooling system.

Chapter 5 is the results and discussion part which presents all the results obtained from 

this work. In Chapter 6, the conclusions of this study are presented. The directions in 

which this study can be extended in future are also discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature presented in this chapter is divided into two sections. The first section 

presents the research work done for PV modeling alone. In the second section, the 

research work accomplished for PV/T (air and water cooling) is presented. The last 

section of this chapter presents summary of literature review. 

2.1 PV Modeling 

In the past two decades, extensive research has been done on the parameters which relate 

to PV electrical modeling. A significant amount of theoretical as well as experimental 

studies on PV systems have been carried out to optimize their use in the past years.  

2.1.1 Electrical Modeling 

Brano et al. [8] presented an improved 5 parameter model for PV modules which 

describes the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics for each condition of solar irradiance 

and operating temperature. The application of this method allowed an accurate estimation 

of output current of the PV panel. The consistency of the model was validated by 

comparing with the results obtained using models given by other authors.  
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Ahmad et al. [9] introduced a theoretical analysis of the performance of PV modules 

under different design parameters and meteorological conditions. They used FORTRAN 

and TRNSYS program to evaluate various parameters of PV modules. The developed 

program was capable of predicting the temperature, I-V and power-voltage (P-V) curves, 

and other output parameters of PV modules at different conditions.  

Ikegami et al. [10] presented a method to estimate the parameters of the electrical circuit 

a PV module and for optimal operation of the PV system a quantitative diagnostic 

method is introduced. The parameters were calculated using a least-square fitting 

technique on the I-V curve. A new maximum power point tracking (MPPT) method using 

the model parameters, insolation and cell temperature was shown. The proposed MPPT 

method using equivalent parameters was verified to show better performance than other 

methods in the simulation. 

Kurnik et al. [11]  have performed outdoor testing of PV module performance under 

different mounting and operational conditions. They examined open rack mounted and 

unventilated roof integrated cases of PV module installation theoretically and 

experimentally. In the light of energy balance model, the impact of the PV module 

conversion efficiency on the module temperature was also shown. The results 

demonstrated that the module’s relative temperature difference was almost equal to the 

conversion efficiency, regardless of the given irradiance, wind speed and mounting 

conditions.  
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Carr and Pryor [12] compared the performance of five different PV module types in 

temperate climate of Perth, Western Australia. I-V characteristics and maximum power at 

standard test conditions were measured for each module at regular intervals. The energy 

production in real operating conditions has been measured for each module. These values 

were compared to the manufacturers’ values, and monitored over time for the modules in 

the field.  

Wang et al. [13] have developed a method to estimate high accuracy MPPT for PV 

arrays. The proposed method involves simple approach that takes the resistance effect of 

the solar cells into consideration. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated 

by examining the characteristics of maximum power point of PV arrays depending on 

both cell temperature and irradiation intensity. From the experimental results, they 

concluded that change in temperature mainly affects the PV output voltage while changes 

in irradiation influence the output current.  

Alonso and Balenzategui [14] estimated the performance of PV module throughout the 

year based on Nominal Operating Cell Temperature (NOCT) condition. The objectives of 

the study were to verify the feasibility of the procedure with varying module designs to 

determine the NOCT in a country such as Spain and to apply the NOCT values for yearly 

analysis of temperature and energy yields. These standards were applied to various 

module configurations such as glass-glass, thin film technologies etc. NOCT values are 

obtained based on the fact that difference between the ambient and the module 

temperature is independent of ambient temperature and linearly proportional to irradiance 
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above 400 W/m
2
.  They have given an expression to estimate yearly module temperature 

from ambient temperature, solar irradiance and NOCT values.  

Gxasheka et al. [15] evaluated the performance parameters of five PV modules. They 

investigated the effect of temperature and irradiance on the performance parameters and 

found the dependence of efficiency on irradiance yields useful information about 

performance at different irradiance levels and possible effects such as presence of shunt 

paths in the module cells. They also mentioned that some modules experienced moisture 

ingress due to poor encapsulation which affected the module performance. 

Villalva et al. [16] presented a comprehensive approach to model and simulate the 

performance of PV arrays. The objective was to find the parameters of the nonlinear I-V 

equation by adjusting the curve at three points: open circuit, maximum power point 

(MPP) and short circuit conditions. This method finds the best equation for the single 

diode model including the effect of series and parallel resistances. They presented two 

circuit models that can be used to simulate PV arrays with circuit simulators. The model 

is validated with experimental data of commercial PV arrays. 

Houssamo et al. [17] developed a mathematical model aimed at identifying the model 

parameters of one diode PV model extended to an array. The model was based on the 

equivalent circuit of a PV cell. Utilizing the data sheet values and the least square fitting 

approaches the error between the calculated and measured current of the PV array was 

minimized.  They concluded that the method based on the data-sheet values was more 

appropriate to identify the PV array model parameters.  
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De Soto et al. [18] evaluated the PV array performance model obtained using the values 

of short circuit current (Isc), the open circuit voltage (Voc) and the maximum power point 

voltage (Vmp) and current (Imp) at standard rated conditions The resistances Rs and Rsh

were considered constant, and light generated current (IL) was assumed to be linearly 

proportional to the solar irradiance. 

Ishaque and Salam [19] proposed an improved modeling method to determine the 

parameters of photovoltaic (PV) modules using differential evolution (DE) method. The 

approach used in this technique enables the estimation of model parameters at any value 

of solar radiation and ambient temperature using the information provided by the 

manufacturer’s datasheet. The performance of the model is evaluated against the popular 

single diode model with series resistance Rs. It is found that the proposed model gives 

better results for any irradiance and temperature variations. The modeling method is 

useful for PV simulator developers who require complete and precise model for the PV 

system. 

Feng and Liang [20] presented an integrated PV model that describes both thermal 

dynamics and electricity characteristics of a commercial PV module. The cell 

temperatures and output electricity characteristics of a commercial PV module are 

calculated through a series of experiments at real time operating conditions.  

Zagrouba et al. [21] presented a numerical technique based on genetic algorithms to 

identify the electrical parameters of PV solar cells and modules. These parameters were 

used to determine the corresponding maximum power point (MPP) from the current–
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voltage (I–V) characteristic. In comparison with other methods, present technique was 

found to be very efficient to evaluate the electrical parameters of PV solar cells and 

modules. The identified parameters are then utilized to extract the maximum power 

working points for both cell and module. 

Firtha et al. [22] presented a model of PV system performance and its use in fault 

detection from a monitoring study of the performance of a sample of UK domestic PV 

systems.  Five-minute average climatic and performance data was recorded for 27 PV 

systems at two sites for up to 2 years of operation. New analysis techniques were 

developed to identify the faults which occur during operation and quantify the energy 

losses due to these faults. The techniques illustrated four categories of faults. The benefits 

of applying the data analysis techniques described in this work to PV system clusters and 

other urban micro-generation technologies were discussed. 

Huld et al. [23] proposed a performance rating model for crystalline silicon PV modules. 

The model represented the output power of the module as a function of module 

temperature and solar irradiance, with a number of coefficients to be determined by 

fitting to measured performance data from indoor or outdoor measurements.  

Chena et al. [24] evaluated the performance of MPPT devices in PV systems with storage 

batteries. In order to assess the MPPT device benefits under different climate, the 

theoretical models have been constructed. By simulation, a comparison between two 

types of PV charge controllers (with and without MPPT device) under different 
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atmospheric conditions was presented. The results showed that the MPPT device 

increased the output in winter season for the climate of Beijing to a great extent. 

Skoplaki and Palyvos [25] discussed the importance of solar cell/module operating 

temperature for the electrical performance of silicon based photovoltaic installations. 

Suitable tabulations were given for most of the explicit and implicit correlations found in 

the literature which associate the operating temperature with standard weather variables 

and system-dependent properties. 

2.2 PV/T Modeling  

2.2.1 PV/T Modeling (Air cooled) 

Extensive research has been done focusing on the parameters which relate to the cell 

efficiency. 

The electrical module efficiency is studied by Tonui and Tripanagnostopoulos [26] and 

they found that the electrical module efficiency of the crystal silicon prototype with 

natural air flow was 12%. Brinkworth and Sandberg [27] found out that the conversion 

efficiency of cell degrades by 0.4-0.5% per degree rise in temperature. Kumar and Rosen 

[28] presented a detail review on the photovoltaic-thermal solar collectors for air heating. 

These air heaters find application in preheating the air for many applications such as 

space heating and drying purposes. From the study it has been concluded that the PV/T 

collectors produce more energy per unit collector area than the separate PV and thermal 

systems. Zogou and Stapountzis [29] investigated the flow and heat transfer inside a 
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PV/T air collector which cools the PV panel by circulating air at the backside of it. The 

cooling effect of the air increased the conversion efficiency of the panel and the heated 

air is used for HVAC heating system. A CFD model is also developed to predict the heat 

transfer coefficients more accurately and also to gain a better understanding of the flow 

and turbulence inside the air duct under different modes of operation.    

Amori and Taqi [30] analysed the thermal and electrical performance of a typical hybrid 

PV/T air collector for the climatic conditions of Iraq. An improved themal-electrical 

model is derived to evaluate the performance of the system. The developed model is 

verified with experimental results as well. The electrical, thermal and overall efficiencies 

were found to be 12.3%, 19.4% and 53.6% respectively for the winter day and while for 

the summer day were 9%, 2.8%, 47.8%.  

Hegazy [31] and Sopian et al. [32], in studying the performance of PV/T air heaters 

observed that increase in mass flow rate reduces PV cell temperature and consequently 

raises the electrical and thermal efficiencies. Zondag et al. [33] performed a study on the 

electrical and thermal yield of a PV/T collector. In this study four mathematical models 

have been developed for simulating the thermal yield of a combined PV/T collector. It 

has been mentioned that combi-panels provide improvement in performance of the 

system. It also changes the basic characteristics of both PV and thermal collector. The 

electrical yield of the PV cells is influenced by the collector inflow temperature and the 

thermal yield is varied by increased heat transfer resistance between the absorber and the 

fluid. . The efficiency of the combi-panel is measured and compared with that of 

conventional sheet ad tube thermal collector. In order to study the heat flow through the 
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panel four models, a 3D dynamic model and three steady state models have been 

developed. From the results obtained it was concluded that the steady 1D model was the 

optimum model which performed satisfactorily. This model was hence used for 

calculation of annual yield of combi-panel design. 

Chow [34] presented an explicit dynamic model for operation of PV/T collector. The 

model was developed based on the control-volume finite difference approach. The 

proposed model can provide a detailed analysis of the transient energy flow through 

different types of collector components and the instantaneous energy output can also be 

monitored. Aste et al. [35] presented the performance of a PV/T air collector. Numerical 

and experimental results related to the performance of the air collector were presented. 

The developed simulation model was capable of predicting various thermal and electrical 

performance parameters. The model was also generalized for testing in any set of design 

parameters for evaluating the performance of PV/T air collector.  Jong and Zondag [36] 

have conducted a series of comparison between different types of PV/T design and 

different types of thermal systems. They investigated the covered and uncovered PV/T 

and thermal system with and without heat pump. The studies indicated that an uncovered 

PV/T shows improved efficiency for the case which the PV/T is utilized for low-

temperature ground storage integrated with a heat pump. However, the net electrical 

efficiency of the system turns into negative because of the energy consumption of the 

heat pumps. Both experimental and numerical studies were conducted by Tiwari and 

Sodha [37] to evaluate the overall performance of PV/T air collector. In this study, 

different kind of configurations of PVT air collector (like unglazed, glazed, with and 
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without tedlar) were used to investigate the electrical and thermal performance. It was 

shown that the glazed PV/T air collector provides the best performance. 

A PV/T-air collector was investigated by Garg and Adhikari [38] using a computer 

simulation model. It was concluded that the thermal efficiency of the absorber without 

solar cell is higher than that when the absorber is covered with the solar cell. This is 

because that some of the incidence irradiance is converted into electrical energy. 

Dubey et al [39] reported the efficiency of different configurations of PVT-air collector 

(Case A-Glass to glass PV module with duct, Case B-Glass to glass PV module without 

duct). The highest efficiency was shown by case A among the all cases. The annual 

average efficiency of case A and B was 10.41% and 9.75%, respectively. Tonui and 

Tripanagnostopoulos [40] reported an improvement of heat extraction achieved by 

modifying the channels of PV/T air system in low cost. Three different configurations of 

air ducts (simple air channel, thin aluminum sheet and rectangular fin) were investigated 

by experiment and numerical simulation. Some parameters (channel length, channel 

depth and mass flow rate) were used to study the effect on electrical and thermal 

efficiency. From the result of experiment and simulation, a good agreement has been 

presented and air duct with fins were shown more effective in enhancing the heat transfer 

from the wall of the channels to air flow. 

Joshi et al [41] carried out an evaluation of a hybrid photovoltaic thermal system.  Two 

types of PV module (glass to tedlar and glass to glass) were utilized to investigate the 

performance under the climate of New Delhi. Parametric studies also indicated that 
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thermal efficiency decreases with the increase of length of the duct. The highest thermal 

efficiency obtained from the experiment was 46.28%. Thermal efficiency also increases 

with air velocity. However, as the air velocity exceeds a certain level, thermal efficiency 

remains at a constant level. This could be explained as the time of contact of air with 

module reduces and therefore decreases the heat removal from the back of PV module. 

Tripanagnostopoulos et al [42] presented a hybrid PV/T experimental model to 

investigate the temperature effect on PV electrical efficiency. A booster diffuse reflector 

was also utilized to enhance the electrical and thermal performance of the system. It was 

found that PV electrical efficiency decreases at the rate of 0.1%/
o
C However, with the 

diffuse reflector, the electrical efficiency decreased at the rate of 0.0957%/
 o 

C and 

0.0814%/
 o 

C for concentration factor at 1.3 and 1.5 respectively.  In this study, a 

comparison between air cooled and water cooled PV/T was presented. The PV module 

with thermal insulation leads to high temperature and incurs an electrical efficiency drop 

(�el/insul=0.113), and water cooled PV and air cooled PV with �el/water=0.128, �el/air=0.126, 

respectively. 

Tripanagnostopoulos [43] also showed that the electrical efficiency of PV module 

increases by 2% with using the diffuse reflector and without incurring significant penalty 

in temperature rise. The decreasing rate of temperature effect in electrical efficiency was 

also found to be 0.1%/
0
C. Sarhaddi et al [44] evaluated the performance of solar PV/T air 

collector. They further developed an expression for overall energy efficiency. The effect 

of climatic, design and operating parameters on overall energy efficiency is analyzed. 
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The parameters studied upon are solar cell temperature, back surface and outlet air 

temperature, open circuit voltage and short circuit current, maximum power point current 

and voltage etc. The predicted results are verified through Joshi et al. [41]. The overall 

energy efficiency reduced when inlet air temperature, wind speed, duct length is 

increased. Upon increasing the solar intensity, the overall energy efficiency and electrical 

efficiency of the air collector increases initially and then decreases after attaining 

maximum point of solar intensity. 

Alonso and Balenzategui [45] estimated the performance of PV module along the year 

based on NOCT calculations. The objectives of the study were (1) To verify the 

feasibility of the procedure with varying module designs to determine the NOCT in a 

country such as Spain. (2) To apply the NOCT values for yearly analysis of temperature 

and energy yields.  These standards were applied to various module configurations such 

as glass- glass, thin film technologies etc. They also gave an expression to estimate yearly 

module temperature from ambient temperature, solar irradiance and NOCT values. 

Armstrong and Hurley [46] proposed a thermal model for photovoltaic panels under 

various atmospheric conditions. The present model provides a means of predicting the 

thermal time constant of a PV panel. This can be achieved by considering the thermal 

properties of the panels in terms of their electrical equivalents by means of an R-C circuit 

and investigating the heat transfer from the surface of the panel under varying wind 

conditions. The model has been validated by experimental measurements. The model 

incorporates atmospheric conditions, the material composition and the mounting structure 

of the PV panel. 
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A hybrid photovoltaic/thermal (PV/T) solar system was experimentally investigated by 

Teo et al. [47]  In order to cool the cells effectively, a parallel array of ducts with 

inlet/outlet manifold designed for uniform airflow distribution was attached to the back of 

the PV panel. The module was operated under active cooling condition and the module 

temperature dropped significantly leading to an increase in efficiency of solar cells to 

between 12% and 14%.  

2.2.2    PV/T Modeling (Water cooled) 

Tiwari et al. [48] developed an analytical expression for water temperature of a combined 

PV/T water heater under constant flow rate of water based on energy balance of the 

components of the collector system. Exergy analysis of the system has also been carried 

out. Further analysis of hot water withdrawal at constant collection temperature resulted 

in an increase in the thermal efficiency with decrease in the collection temperature and 

increase in flow rate. An optimum flow rate of 0.006 kg/sec which yields maximum 

thermal efficiency and overall exergy is established. 

Chow et al. [49] studied the suitability of using a glass cover on a thermosyphon-based 

with glazed or unglazed PV/T system based on numerical data and validated the same 

with experimental results.. A glazed PV/T system was found suitable if the quantity of 

the overall energy output was to be maximized. From studies they found that the 

unglazed system gave better results for cell efficiency, packing factor, water mass to 

collector area ratio. A study by Kaora and Yutaka [50] on performance evaluation of PV 
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system equipped with a cooling device utilizing siphonage shows that PV energy 

production increases when the cooling start temperature is kept at a predetermined value. 

The modules are cooled with cooling water flowing through a narrow gap in a cooling 

panel, and hot water discharged from the cooling panel can be reused. The reuse of hot 

water from cooling systems contributes very much to reducing energy consumption of 

hot-water-supply system. 

Tiwari and Sodha [51] developed a thermal model of integrated PV/T system. They also 

validated their results through another model developed by Huang et al. [52]. Further the 

expression for the instantaneous thermal efficiency was compared with the well known 

Hottel-Whiller’s characteristic equation for flat plate collector and the difference being 

the presence of penalty factors introduced They observed an increase in water 

temperature of about 17ºC with respect to an ambient temperature in the evening. The 

hourly variation of the fluid temperature with different module lengths, film heat transfer 

coefficients and mass flow rate was shown. The study indicates that the overall thermal 

efficiency increased from 24% to 58% due to additional thermal energy due to the water 

flow.  

The thermal modeling of a combined system of PV/T solar water heater is developed by 

Dubey and Tiwari [53]. This model has been considered and tested for climate of New 

Delhi. In this paper, a mathematical expression for combined PV/T flat plate collector has 

been developed and also validated for different configurations. The performance of water 

heating system has also been studied. The instantaneous thermal efficiency for different 

cases is studied by covering the absorber by PV module fully and partially. It is 
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concluded that the present system is self sufficient one and can be installed at remote 

areas for fulfillment of hot water requirements and electrical energy saved can hence be 

utilized for other purposes. To improve the PV performance, much research effort has 

been done on development of hybrid PV/T collector technology using water as a coolant.  

Krauter [54] investigated a method of reducing reflection which also provided cooling 

replacing the front glass surface with a thin (1mm) film of water flowing over the face of 

the panel. He notes that the refractive index (1.3) of water is superior to that of glass. 

Reflective losses in glass can lead to losses in yield of 8-15%. The water decreased cell 

temperatures up to 22
0
C. The improved optics and cell temperatures increased electrical 

yield 10.3% over the day (8-9% after accounting for pumping energy). He also noted an 

unexpected aesthetic benefit. 

Saad and Masud [55] et al. provided an effective way to improving the PV module 

efficiency using water cooling using long term performance tests. The experimental 

results indicated that due to the heat loss by convection between water and the PV panel’s 

upper surface, an increase of about 15% in system output is achieved at peak radiation 

conditions. Kordzadeh [56] studied the effects of nominal power of array and system 

head on operation of PV system by cooling the PV cells with a thin film of water. The 

method was based on supplying water for cooling cells by the pump itself. From the 

results it was concluded that the electrical power output increased noticeably and 

increasing the system head produced a significant improvement in the array efficiency.  
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Abdolzadeh and Ameri [57] improved the operation of a PV water pumping system by 

spraying water over the front of photovoltaic cells as a result of decreasing cell 

temperature and cell’s reflection. The results were compared with traditional systems and 

the results showed that the cell power increased due to the spraying of water as the 

modules worked closely at the temperature of maximum power generation.  

Rosa et al [58] studied the behavior of PV panel submerged in water and observed a 

considerable amount of increase in electrical power output. They conducted the tests for 4 

months on 3 identical panels. An average increase of 11% in the electrical efficiency was 

observed.  Hosseini et al [59] conducted an experimental study to compare the 

performance of a PV system combined with a cooling system consisting of a thin film of 

water running on the top surface of the panel with an additional system to use the hot (or 

warm) water produced by the system. The results indicated that the combined system 

yielded higher power output and electrical efficiency and lower module temperature and 

reflection losses when compared to the conventional PV system. 
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CHAPTER 3 

NUMERICAL MODELING

3.1 Electrical Modeling

The work done here has been focused on modeling and analyzing modern photovoltaic 

module. Water cooled panels can provide higher efficiencies than conventional ones. The 

study initially involves the electrical modeling of the PV module. To describe a PV 

module as a power source, it is necessary to determine the main parameters that assist in 

studying its performance. The present five parameter model estimates the main electrical 

parameters such as short circuit current, open circuit voltage, maximum power output and 

electrical efficiency. A PV module is a non linear device and can be represented by its I-

V characteristic curve. There are many mathematical models which describe I-V curve. 

One of them is the famous five parameter photovoltaic model proposed in [18]. Fig. 3.1 

represents the equivalent circuit for an individual PV cell.  
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Figure 3.1: Equivalent circuit for an individual PV cell 

At a fixed temperature and solar radiation, the I-V characteristic of this model is given 

by, 

                                

exp 1s s
L o

sh

V IR V IR
I I I

a R

� + � +� �
= − − −� �� �

	 
� �
                                (3.1.1) 

Where, I and V represent the current and voltage respectively at the load condition. The 

circuit requires that five parameters be known and they are: light generated current (IL), 

diode reverse saturation current (I0), series resistance (Rs), shunt resistance (Rsh), ideality 

factor (a). The five parameters in the model are obtained using I-V characteristics of a 

module at reference condition supplied by the manufacturer and other known PV 

characteristics. Measurements of PV electrical characteristics are made at standard 

reference condition: incident radiation of 1000 W/m
2
, a cell temperature of 25

0
 C, and a 

spectral distribution corresponding to an air mass of 1.5. Since the five parameters are to 

be determined, five different conditions need to be known. The methodology adopted 

here is to know three I-V points on the I-V curve (i.e. short circuit current, open circuit 
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voltage and maximum power point) as shown in Fig. 3.2. The information needed is 

defined in Table 1 [61]. 

At short circuit conditions, the current is Isc,ref  and the voltage is zero 

, , , ,

, , ,

,

exp 1
sc ref s ref sc ref s ref

sc ref L ref o ref

ref sh ref

I R I R
I I I

a R

� �� �
= − − −� �� �� �� �	 
� �

 (3.1.2) 

At open-circuit conditions the current is zero and the voltage is ocV  so that 

, ,

, ,

,

exp 1
oc ref oc ref

L ref o ref

ref sh ref

V V
I I

a R

� �� �
= − +� �� �� �� �	 
� �

 (3.1.3) 

The measured I-V pair at maximum- power conditions can be substituted into Eq. (3.1.1), 

resulting in  

, ,
, , , ,

, , ,

,

exp 1
mp ref mp ref

s ref mp ref mp ref s ref

mp ref L ref o ref

ref sh ref

V I R V I R
I I I

a R

� + �� � � �+
� �� �= − − − � �

� �� � � �� �	 
� �

 (3.1.4) 

At short circuit conditions the derivative of current with respect to voltage is given by, 

[ ]
,

1
/

sc
sh ref

dI dV
R

= −  (3.1.5) 

At maximum power point conditions the derivative of power with respect to voltage is 

zero. 
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 (3.1.6) 



Firstly solving these simultaneous equations from (

parameters (aref, IL,ref, Io,ref

which is assumed to be dependent on the cell temper

by, 

Table 

Conditions

At short circuit current                           

At open circuit voltage                            

At short circuit condition                         

At the maximum power point                         

At the maximum power point                         
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Figure 3.2: I-V and P-V curves for a PV module 

Firstly solving these simultaneous equations from (3.1.2) to (3.1.6) gives the value of five 

o,ref, Rs,ref  and Rsh,ref), at the reference conditions. The ideality factor

which is assumed to be dependent on the cell temperature is related to reference condition 

,

c

c refref

Ta

a T
=

Table 1: Conditions known at three I-V points on the curve. 

Conditions Parameters 

At short circuit current                                    
, , 0sc refI I V= =

At open circuit voltage                                    
,0, oc refI V V= =

At short circuit condition                         [ ]/ 1 / sh refsc
dI dV R= −

At the maximum power point                         , ,,mp ref mp refI I V V= =

At the maximum power point                         [ ]( ) / 0
mp

d IV dV =

�

gives the value of five 

), at the reference conditions. The ideality factor 

ature is related to reference condition 

(3.1.7) 

, 0

oc ref

,sh refdI dV R

, ,mp ref mp ref

( ) / 0=
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The light current for any operating conditions is related to its reference conditions by, 

, ,[ ( )]
scL L ref I c c ref

ref

S
I I T T

S
µ= + −  (3.1.8) 

Where 
ref

S

S
is the ratio of absorbed radiation S to the absorbed radiation at reference 

condition Sref , given by, 

, , ,
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 (3.1.9) 

The diode reverse saturation current is related to reference conditions by, 

3

0

, ,

expc
oref

c ref c ref c

T
I I

T kT kT

ε ε� � � �
= −� � � �� � � �

	 
 	 

 (3.1.10) 

The following relationship is used to relate the shunt resistance (Rsh), (which is assumed 

to be finite and independent of temperature but varies with the absorbed radiation) at 

reference conditions to that at operating conditions: 

,

refsh

sh ref

SR

R S
=  (3.1.11) 

The model is now complete. These equations are a set of nonlinear equations that cannot 

be solved unless good initial guesses and variable limits are used. The following guess 

values are used for determining the parameters.   

, ,1.5 /ref guess c refa KT N q=  (3.1.12) 
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, , , , ,exp( / )o ref guess sc ref oc ref ref guessI I V a= −  (3.1.13) 

, , ,L ref guess sc refI I=  (3.1.14)  

The series resistance is assumed to be independent of both temperature and solar 

radiation so that, 

,s refsR R=  (3.1.15) 

Once the values of reference parameters are obtained, Equations (3.1.7-3.1.15) are used 

to find the parameters at any operating condition. In order to estimate the maximum 

power point (MPP) from the model, the following equations are used. 

1
exp

1 exp

mp mp so

mp sh

mp mp smp s o s

sh
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I a a R

V I RV R I R

R a a
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 (3.1.16) 

The general I-V equation at the MPP must also be satisfied:   

exp 1
mp mp mp mp ss

mp L o

sh

V I R V I R
I I I

a R

� + �� � +� �
= − − −� �� � � �� �� � � �	 
� �

 (3.1.17) 

The simultaneous solution of the equations (3.1.16 and 3.1.17) yields the MPP current 

and voltage, further, the maximum power output can be obtained as. 

mp mp mpP I V=  (3.1.18) 

In estimating the  PV module performance, the temperature dependance of the maximum 

power point efficiency ( )mpη is an important parameter and is given by, 
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mp mp

mp

T m

I V

G A
η =  (3.1.19) 

The back surface temperature of the module is calculated using the relation [60]; 

[ ]exp( )bs T aT G x yv T= + +  (3.1.20) 

Where x and y are empirically determined coefficients which depend on the type of 

mounting. 

For rack mounted modules the values of x and y are taken as − 3.47 and − 0.0594 

respectively. 

3.1.1   NOCT Conditions

The module efficiency will vary from zero to the maximum module efficiency depending 

on how close to the maximum power point the module is operating. NOCT is defined as 

the cell or module temperature that is reached when the cells are mounted in a normal 

way at a incident solar radiation level of 800 W/m
2
, a wind speed of 1m/s, an ambient 

temperature of 20
o
C and no-load operation (that is, with �c=0). 

The cell temperature at any ambient temperature for a PV module is found from 

,

,

1
( )

L NOCTC a cT

NOCT a NOCT NOCT L

UT T G

T T G U

η

τα

� �−
= −� �

− 	 

 (3.1.21) 

The (��) in the last term of Eq.17 is estimated to be 0.9. An approximation of the ratio

,L NOCT

L

U

U
is given by 

9.5

(5.7 3.8 )v+
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3.2   Thermal Model 

3.2.1 PV/T Air Cooled Model 

One way of cooling the photovoltaic unit is by using air. The heat absorbed by the air 

could be used for providing warm air inside the residential building. 

Figure 3.3(a) shows the cross sectional view of PV system along with the associated air 

flow for a PV/T system. The system includes a transparent cover i.e. glass followed by 

the solar cells, tedlar and a well insulated rear plate. The latter has a gap between the 

tedlar for air to pass through the channel. The heat is transferred from the back surface of 

the PV module to the flowing air.  

The governing equations of the PV/T air collector are formed by writing the energy 

balance equation for each component of a PV/T air collector (i.e, module, back surface, 

air flowing below tedlar) gives the thermal parameters and thermal efficiency of a PV/T 

air collector [44]. 

An expression for a solar-cell temperature in terms of back surface temperature of the PV 

module and climatic parameters can be written as: 

( ) T amb T bseff

cell

t T

G U T U T
T

U U

ατ + +
=

+
 (3.1.22) 

Fig 3.3 (b) shows the equivalent thermal resistance diagram for an air cooled system. The 

resistances include convective and radiative resistance from the glass to the ambient, 

conductive resistance of the glass and tedlar, convective resistance of the fluid (air) 

flowing inside the duct. The absorbed radiation gets converted to electricity through the 
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cell and gets cooled by the air flowing beneath the cell through an air channel which 

gives hot air as the heat output which can be utilized for domestic space heating 

applications.   

(a)
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� �

Figure 3.3: (a) Cross sectional view of a PV/T air cooled system, (b) Thermal resistance circuit diagram for a 

PV/T air cooled system. 

The back surface temperature of a PV module is given by 

( )1p T amb f feff

bs

tT f

h G U T h T
T

U h

ατ + +
=

+
 (3.1.23) 

The outlet air temperature of the flowing air below the tedlar of a PV module is given by 

Ta

1/hr1
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Lg/Kg

Tcell (PV) 
Lsi/Ksi

Ttedlar 

Lt/Kt

Tb
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1/Ub
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The average air temperature of the flowing air is obtained as: 
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 (3.1.25) 

From knowing an average air temperature of the flowing air below the tedlar from the 

above equation, the back surface temperature of a PV module can be obtained from Eq. 

(3.1.23). Once the back surface temperature of a PV module is known, the solar-cell 

temperature can be evaluated from Eq. (3.1.22) for given climatic parameters of a solar 

intensity and an ambient air temperature. Various performance parameters which can be 

calculated are as follows: 

The rate of useful thermal energy obtained from the PV/T air collector is obtained as 

, ,( )u p f out f inQ mC T T= −
 (3.1.26) 

The thermal efficiency of the PV/T air collector is given by, 

(3.1.27)

 The heat transfer coefficients mentioned in the above equations are defined as follows:

( ) ( )1g c c T c c eleff
ατ τ α β α β β η= + − −� �� � (3.1.28)

u
th

Q

WLG
η =
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( )1p T T th U U U= + (3.1.29)

( )2p f tT fh h U h= + (3.1.30)

1

1/ 1/
tf f tT

U h U
−

� �= +� � (3.1.31)

Where hp1 and hp2 are the penalty factors due to the glass and tedlar of a PV module 

respectively.  

The improvements made in the heat loss coefficients in predicting the thermal parameters 

are given as follows: 

� The conductive resistance term Lsi/Ksi has been added to conductive heat transfer 

coefficient from cell to flowing air through tedlar (UT). 

       

1

si T
T

si T

L L
U

K K

−
� �

= +� �
� �

(3.1.32)

� The radiation heat transfer coefficient term (hrad) is added to the overall heat 

transfer coefficient from cell to atmosphere through glass (Ut). The convective 

heat transfer coefficient on the top surface of air collector (hconv,t) is given by Eqn. 

(3.1.34) 

       

1

,

1 1g

t

g conv t rad

L
U

K h h

−
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(3.1.33)
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, 2.8 3conv th v= + (3.1.34)

       
( )( )2 2

rad g sky cell sky cellh T T T Tε σ= + + (3.1.35)

Where v is wind speed on the top surface of PV/T air collector. The effective 

temperature of the sky (Tsky) is calculated from the following empirical relation 

[41]

       
6sky ambT T= − (3.1.36)

� In the estimation of overall back loss coefficient from flowing air to ambient 

(Ubs), the convective heat transfer coefficient on the back surface of PV/T air 

collector (hconv,bs) has been calculated from Eq. (3.1.34) 

� In the previous studies [41], the convective heat transfer coefficient inside the air 

duct (hf) has been assumed as a constant factor. However, in this research hf is 

calculated according to flow regime and its Nusselt number.  

� In the previous studies [41], overall heat transfer coefficient from PV/T air 

collector to surrounding (UL) has been assumed as a constant factor, whereas it is 

not constant. However, in this research this coefficient is considered as a variable. 

UL includes all of conduction, convection and radiation losses from the PV/T air 

collector to the atmosphere. The flow correlation is given by Eq. 3.1.40. 

L bs tfU U U= + (3.1.37)
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The heat transfer correlation used for air is given by [62];  

4/50.0204*RetubeNus =

The average heat transfer coefficient is given by the relation;  

(3.1.38)

( ).
Air   Tf f

h

Nus K
h , T

D
= = (3.1.39)

Since the presence of the electrical efficiency of PV module (�el) in Eq. (3.1.28), the 

thermal analysis of PV/T air collector and its electrical analysis are dependent.  

3.2.2 PV/T Water Cooled Model 

This type of system which utilizes fluid as a coolant is known as hybrid system which 

transforms the sun’s radiation to electrical energy and simultaneously absorbs heat from 

the panel. In this way, the panel is working in lower temperatures (higher efficiency), and 

the thermal energy gained can be utilized for domestic applications.  

Fig. 3.4(a) shows the PV configuration along with the associated water flow for a PV/T 

system. The system includes a transparent cover i.e. glass followed by the solar cells, 

tedlar and a well insulated rear plate. The latter has a gap between the tedlar for water to 

pass through the channel. The heat is transferred from the back surface of the PV module 

to the flowing water. Fig. 3.4(b) shows the equivalent thermal resistance circuit diagram 

for the PV/T water cooled system. Fig. 3.4(c) shows the PV configuration along with the 

associated water flow for a PV/T system. 
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The governing equations of the water cooled model are defined as follows: 

Writing the energy balance equation for each component of a PV/T water collector (i.e, 

module, back surface, water flowing below tedlar) gives the thermal parameters and 

thermal efficiency of a PV/T air collector as follows: 

Equations 3.1.22 and 3.1.23 are used to estimate the cell temperature and back surface 

temperature. The outlet fluid temperature is calculated using the equation below [51]: 
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(3.1.40)

(a)
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 Ta 

Figure 3.4 (a) Cross-sectional view of PV /T water cooled system, (b) Thermal resistance circuit diagram for a 

PV/T water cooled system. 
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Figure 3.4(c): Schematic view of an integrated photov

The heat transfer correlation used for water cooled

(
1 07 12 7 8 1

Nus
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= ⋅

The darcy friction factor is given by the following

darcy tubef . ln Re .

Following Duffie and Beckman [

efficiency factor ( F ′ � is given by:
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Schematic view of an integrated photovoltaic /thermal water collector [51

The heat transfer correlation used for water cooled model is given below
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The darcy friction factor is given by the following equation
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2

0 79 1 64darcy tubef . ln Re .
−

= ⋅ −

Beckman [61] neglecting the bond conductance, 

is given by:
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F
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D D W D Fπ
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+
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/thermal water collector [51]. 

[61] 

(3.1.41)

(3.1.42)

neglecting the bond conductance, the collector 

(3.1.43)
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Where, the standard fin efficiency (F) is given by  

( )

( )

tanh
2
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m W D

F
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(3.1.44)

The rate of useful thermal energy obtained from the PV/T water collector is obtained as 

( )1 2 ( )u R p p L wi ambeff
Q F h h G U T Tατ� �= − −� � (3.1.45)

Where, the collector heat removal factor (FR ) is given by: 
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(3.1.46)

The instantaneous thermal efficiency is given by: 

u
th

c T

Q

A G
η = (3.1.47)

The thermal model incorporates the effect of cooling and results in better performance of 

the hybrid system. This model is coupled to the electrical model (mentioned in the 

section 3.1) since the electrical efficiency is utilized in predicting various thermal 

parameters in the study. The results with air and water cooling are discussed in the 

chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

Various experimental procedures have been reported in the previous literature with the 

aim of finding out the most efficient and cost effective technique in improving the PV 

module performance. Many such techniques such as front panel cooling, back panel 

cooling using air/water as the cooling medium have been adopted. Long term monitoring 

tests have also been carried out in order to have a better understanding of this hybrid 

system.  

In this chapter an experimental evaluation of PV module performance with and without 

cooling is carried out to study the heat transfer characteristics of the PV/T system. The 

study involved two phases. In the first phase, the PV module was tested alone and its 

performance was monitored for a period of 1 month. The performance data was then 

compared with the results of numerical model mentioned in the previous chapter and 

results with good agreement were obtained. In the second phase of the study, the PV 

module is integrated with the cooling panel (heat exchanger) with water as the cooling 

medium and the behavior of various electrical and thermal parameters is studied.  
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4.1 Experimental Setup 

This section discusses the details of the experimental setup and procedures adopted for 

the recording the measurements. 

4.1.1 PV system 

Figure 4.1 shows the experimental test setup with different components to study the PV 

module performance. Fig. 4.2 shows the back view of the test setup with the 

thermocouples attached on the backside of the panel. The details of various components 

used in this setup are given below: 

� PV module: The module used in this study is a 230W rated power (72 cell, mono-

crystalline silicon type) panel which is commercially available. The module is 

mounted on a stand at an inclination of 30
0
. The panel’s reduced voltage-temperature 

coefficient and exceptional low-light performance attributes provide outstanding 

energy delivery per peak power watt. 

� Load: In order to drive the system producing electricity, a load consisting of DC 

bulbs (24V, 70W) is used.  

� Battery: In order to store the excess electrical energy produced from the PV panel, 

two batteries (12V, 80 AH connected in series) are used. 
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Figure 4.1: Experimental test setup showing the testing of PV module. 

Figure 4.2: Back view of the test setup. 
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� MPPT(maximum power point tracker): To modulate the power output from the solar 

panel at a given irradiance to ensure that maximum electrical power is extracted, 

MPPT (Fig. 4.3) is used. The controller works on an algorithm that utilizes maximum 

energy from the PV panel and provides load control to prevent over discharge of the 

battery. The SunSaver MPPT used in this study suits for both professional and 

consumer PV applications. The device has an optional remote meter and battery 

temperature sensor. 

� Voltage and current measurements: For measuring the maximum current and voltage 

produced from the panel, an ammeter and voltmeter is used. 

� Thermocouples: Temperature measurements are significant in this study, hence 

standard thermocouples (type K) were used. Using a digital switch the temperatures 

(front and back) at various points on the module are measured with the help of 

thermocouple thermometer. 

� Anemometer: Wind speed and ambient temperature was recorded through an hygro 

thermo-anemometer (Fig. 4.4). Figure shows the device used for measuring the same. 



Table 2 provides the specifications of the module.

accuracy/sensitivity of the instruments used in the study. 
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Figure 4.3: Sun Saver MPPT controller 

Figure 4.4: Hygro-Thermo Anemometer 

provides the specifications of the module. Table 3

of the instruments used in the study. 

3 provides the 
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Table 2: Specifications of the PV module used. 

Solar PV module parameters Value 

Module type SUN POWER SPR-230WHT-U

Maximum Power (Pmp) 230 Watts 

Maximum Power Voltage (Vmp) 41 V 

Maximum Power Current (Imp) 5.61 A 

Maximum Power point efficiency(
mpη ) 18.5% 

Open Circuit Voltage (Voc) 48.7 V 

Short Circuit Current (Isc) 5.99 A 

Area of the module (A) 1.24 m
2

Temperature co-efficient of Short- 

circuit current (
Iscµ ) 

3.5mA/K 

Number of solar cells                               72 (mono crystalline type) 

Table 3: Accuracy/sensitivity of the instruments used. 

Instrument Used Accuracy/sensitvity 

Sunsaver MPPT Current: 1%; Voltage: 2% 

Pyranometer 30.1�V/(W/m
2
) 

Hygro Thermo-Anemometer 2% ±0.2 m/sec 

Thermocouple Thermometer ±1°C 



� Pyranometer: To measure the 

pyranometer (Fig 4.5) is used.  

A schematic diagram of  the experimental setup is sho

components such as battery, load, MPPT controller, 

Figure
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Pyranometer: To measure the solar radiation flux density (in W/m

pyranometer (Fig 4.5) is used.  

schematic diagram of  the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.6 which 

components such as battery, load, MPPT controller, measurement devices and the panel.

Figure 4.5: Pyranometer 

Figure 4.6: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 

solar radiation flux density (in W/m
2
), a standard 

which shows the 

measurement devices and the panel.
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4.1.2 Integrated PV and cooling system 

In the second phase of the experimental study, the PV module is integrated with a cooling 

panel followed by insulation with thickness of about 20mm attached on the rear side of 

the module. Fig. 4.7 shows the test setup of the combined PV with the cooling panel. Fig. 

4.8 shows the back view of the PV panel before placing the SDM100 solar collector on it.   

Various components used in the integrated setup are mentioned below:  

� Storage tank: The water to be supplied to the cooling panel is stored in a well 

insulted storage tank. The outlet of the tank is connected to a pump for circulating 

water at the required pressure. 

� Pump: The pump delivers the water to the cooling panel only after adjusting the 

required flow rate and pressure using a bypass system. The maximum pressure 

allowed for the cooling panel is 6 psi. 

� Bypass system: In order to maintain the water pressure to an adequate level, a 

bypass system is created. The bypass system which regulates the pressure by 

pumping the water back to the storage tank (with pressure gauge and valve 

arrangement) ensures the pressure does not exceed 6 psi. 

� Flow meter: To regulate the water flow inside the cooling panel, a flow-meter 

with maximum flow rate of 3.6 lit/min is used. 

�  Thermocouples: The cooling water flows through the collector, captures the waste 

heat from the PV module and producing hot water which is collected at the 

collector outlet. The water temperature is measured using standard type-K 

thermocouples attached at the inlet and outlet of the cooling panel.  
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Figure 4.7: PV module integrated with the cooling panel and back insulation.  

Fig 4.8: The back side of the PV panel, before placing the SDM100 solar collector on the panel [63] 

Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 show the assembling of the collector to the panel frame with all the 

brackets, nuts and clamps installed. 
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Fig 4.9: Alignment of the SunDrum collector with the PV panel frame [63] 

Fig 4.10:  SDM100 collector and all four brackets in position, with both insulation panels in place, and clamps 

and wing nuts installed [63] 

The outlet and inlet ports for water flow are shown in Fig 4.11. Various configurations of 

water inlet/outlet are provided by the manufacturer. Figs. 4.12-4.14 show different views 

of the integrated PV with cooling test setup. Fig. 4.15 shows the electrical test setup with 

connections to load, MPPT and batteries. Fig. 4.16 shows the SDM 100 collector with 

thermo-couples attached on it. The collector after being attached to the panel is mounted 
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on the stand shown in Fig. 4.17.  A schematic view of the whole test setup is shown in 

Fig. 4.18.  

Fig 4.11: Thermal collector with water inlet/outlet ports [63] 
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Figure 4.12: Front view of the PV (integrated with cooling) test setup 

Figure 4.13: Side view of the experimental setup 
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Figure 4.14: Back view of the experimental setup showing the cooling panel along with the flow arrangement 

Figure 4.15: Electrical setup showing the connections to load, MPPT and batteries. 
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Figure 4.16: Sundrum SDM 100 collector used for cooling the panel. 

Figure 4.17:  Back view of the hybrid PV with cooling panel.  
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Figure 4.18:  Schematic view of the hybrid PV with cooling setup. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter consists of three sections. In each section, results obtained are presented, 

discussed and pertain to the objectives discussed in the first chapter. The first section 

presents and discusses the results of PV module performance predicted using the 

electrical model for the climatic conditions in Dhahran. The modeling results are 

compared using experimental data recorded in the month of May, 2011.  In the second 

section, the results of numerical study of PV model combined with air cooled and water 

cooled model is presented. A comparison between the two models is done to optimize the 

system. Various parameters which relate to the performance of the PV/T system are 

discussed. The effect of cooling the module is also discussed in detail.  

In the last section, experimental results of improved PV panel performance using back 

panel water cooling technique are discussed. The experimental study was carried out in 

the month of February, 2012.  The performance of the hybrid system is studied using 

various water flow rates and a comparison between an un-cooled PV system and PV/T 

hybrid system is also presented. In the next chapter the conclusions obtained from these 

results are presented. 
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5.1 PV Module Performance 

To verify the electrical model, the results obtained from the simulation program using 

EES software are compared to that obtained from measurements using the above 

experimental setup. The data sheet for the PV module used for the study is given in     

Table 2. Further, in order to compare the computed results with the experimental 

measurements, a correlation coefficient (r) and root mean square percent deviation (e) 

have been evaluated by the following equations [37] and depicted in these figures. 

( )
2

, exp. ,100 /sim i i sim iX X X
e

n

� �× −� �=
 (5.1) 

              (5.2) 

The results reported here are recorded in the month of May, 2011 which were 

consistently clear days. Figure 5.1 shows the diurnal variation of solar radiation intensity 

and ambient temperature throughout the day from 9:00am to 4:00 pm for Dhahran. The 

effective radiation reaching the module is the function of intensity of direct and diffuse 

short wave radiation inputs, and the absorptivity of the cell. The intensity of solar 

radiation also depends on the time of the day, season and latitude of the location. The 

maximum values of solar radiation intensity and ambient temperature can be noted along 

noon since the sun’s rays have smallest angle of incidence to the earth’s surface are 

spread over the smallest area. They also have to pass through the least amount of 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

exp exp

2 22 2

exp exp

sim sim

sim sim

n X X X X
r

n X X n X X

⋅ − ⋅
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⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ −
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atmosphere, so there is less reflection. The maximum values of ambient temperature and 

global radiation recorded are 43
0
C and 880 W/m

2
, respectively, on a clear day.  Whereas 

during cloudy days the incident light reaching the earth is less which further reduces its 

intensity.  

Figure 5.1: Hourly variation of ambient temperature and solar radiation intensity. 

For a set of experiments conducted, Fig.5.2 shows the hourly variation of top and back 

surface temperatures of the PV module as well as the wind speed. The maximum value of 

wind speed recorded is 2.5 m/s at 11:00 am. Temperature effects are the result of an 

inherent characteristic of crystalline silicon cell based modules as the front and the back 

surface gets heated up with the irradiance which results in increase of cell temperature. 

The operating temperature of the module depends on the equilibrium maintained between 

the heat generated by the module and the heat lost to surrounding environment. The 

maximum module temperature in the front and back surface is observed to reach 52.6
0 

C 

and 49.4
0 

C respectively at solar noon. This is attributed to the high absorption of solar 
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irradiation at noon time. The average temperature difference on both surfaces varies 

around 2.5% throughout the day.  

Figure 5.2: Hourly variation of measured wind speed, front and back surface temperature of the PV module. 

Figure 5.3 shows the measured and computed back surface temperature of the module. 

The module temperature shown here is the average of four thermocouples on the back 

surface. From this Figure, it is observed that there is a fair agreement between the 

experimental and numerical values with correlation coefficient, r = 0.99 and root mean 

square percent deviation, e = 2.35%. 

Figure 5.4(a) shows the comparison of numerical and experimental values of maximum 

power point current. There is a fair agreement between them with correlation coefficient, 

r = 0.98 and root mean square percent deviation, e = 4.05%. Figure 5.4 (b) shows the 

comparison of numerical and experimental values of maximum power point voltage. 
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There is a fair agreement between them with correlation coefficient, r = 0.95 and root 

mean square percent deviation, e = 3.1%. 

�

Fig.5.3. Hourly variation of measured and computed module back surface temperature. 

�

Figure 5.4 (a). Hourly variation of measured and computed maximum power point current. 
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Figure 5.4 (b): Hourly variation of measured and computed maximum power point voltage. 

�

Figure 5.5 shows the comparison between the experimental and numerical results of 

maximum power output from the module. Solar radiation intensity is a primary factor 

affecting the output power of the PV module. When the module and the sunlight are 

perpendicular to each other (i.e., around noon time for Dhahran) the power density of 

module is always high.  The results are in good agreement with each other. Maximum 

power output is around 12 noon when the sun is at its zenith due to the solar intensity 

being highest at that time. The maximum power obtained from the module is around 

180W at 12 noon when compared to its rated peak power at 230W. The loss in power is 

due to optical losses, ohmic losses and heat loss from the module to the surroundings. It 

is observed from Fig.5.5 that there is a fair agreement between the experimental and 

numerical values with correlation coefficient, r = 0.98 and root mean square percent 
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deviation, e = 5.22%. Fig. 5.6 shows the comparison between experimental and 

numerical results of electrical efficiency of the module. The maximum efficiency is 

observed to be 17.2% of an average intensity of solar radiation and it can be observed 

that there is a fair agreement between them with a correlation coefficient, r = 0.98 and 

root mean square percent deviation, e = 5.2%. 

Figure 5.5: Hourly variation of measured and computed maximum power output. 
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Figure 5.6: Hourly variation of measured and computed maximum power point efficiency. 

5.2 PV-air and water cooled model 

This section presents and discusses the results of numerical analysis of air cooled and 

water cooled PV models. The effect of cooling the PV module is analyzed in this study.  

Since the PV panels interact with the environment and their efficiency is so low, they 

passively absorb about 80% of the incoming solar irradiance as heat.� The electrical 

efficiency of PV module declines with the increase in temperature of the PV module. 

This would not be such a problem if not for a 0.5% efficiency loss of the solar PV panels 

associated with a 1
�
K increase of the cell temperature. 

Figure 5.7 shows the comparison of cell temperature for an air cooled panel with a 

conventional (un-cooled panel) throughout the day. The maximum cell temperature 

without cooling is found to be 63.2
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temperature to 55
o
C. Temperature reduction is significant due to heat transfer by water. 

The percentage reduction in the cell temperature by air cooling is about 14%. This 

translates to an increase in the module’s power output.  

Figure 5.7: Comparison of PV cell temperature for air cooling and without cooling 
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The details of the PV module used in this study are given below in Table 4. The main 

module parameters which are utilized in the modeling are shown in the table below. The 

specification of the collector used for air cooling is given in Table 5. 

Table 4: Specifications of the PV module used for air and water cooled model 

Solar PV module parameters Value 

Module type Siemens SP75, monocrystalline 

silicon 

Maximum Power (Pmp) 75 W 

Maximum Power Voltage (Vmp) 17 V  

Maximum Power Current (Imp) 4.4 A 

Maximum Power point efficiency(
mpη ) 17% 

Open Circuit Voltage (Voc) 21.7 V 

Short Circuit Current (Isc) 4.8 A 

Area of the module (A) 0.6324 m
2

Temperature co-efficient of Short- 

circuit current (
Iscµ ) 

2.06mA/K 

Number of solar cells                               36 (mono crystalline type) 
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Table 5: specifications of the PV/T collector used for air and water cooled model 

Solar PV/T air/water collector parameters Value 

The thickness of glass cover, 0.003 m 

The conductivity of glass cover, Kg 1 W/m K 

The transmittivity of glass cover, 8g 0.95 

The emissivity of PV/T collector, 9g 0.88 

The absorptivity of solar cell, :c 0.85 

The thickness of silicon solar cell, Lsi 300 x 10
-6

 m 

The conductivity of silicon solar cell, Ksi 0.036 W/m K 

The length of  duct, L 1.2 m 

The width of PV/T  collector, W 

The duct depth, �

The packing factor of solar cell, �c 

0.45 m 

0.05 m 

0.83 

Figure 5.8 shows the comparison of cell temperature for a water cooled panel with a 

conventional (un-cooled) panel throughout the day. The maximum cell temperature is 

around noon time when highest amount of solar radiation strikes the panel. It is observed 

that the cell temperature reduces by 16% employing the water cooling technique.  Figure 

5.9 shows the fluid outlet temperature variation throughout the day for air cooling and 

water cooling models. The outlet temperature for water increases as the waste heat 
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absorbed by the panel is removed hence, cooling and increasing its power output. After 

solar noon the water outlet temperature decreases as the panel temperature starts to lower 

with decrease in solar intensity. The outlet temperature for water is higher than air 

showing good thermo-physical properties of water, making it a good cooling medium. 

Modules nearly always produce less than their rated peak power in real-life conditions. 

Figure 5.8: Comparison of PV cell temperature for water cooling and without cooling 

Figure 5.9: Comparison of outlet fluid temperature for air cooling and water cooling 
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Figure 5.10 shows the power output comparison for an un-cooled and water cooled panel 

throughout the day. By employing water cooling technique, an average increase of 20% 

in the power output of the panel is observed hence improving the module performance. 

Both electrical and thermal energy are generated through the hybrid PV/T system. 

Figure 5.10: Comparison of power output for water cooling and without cooling 

Figure 5.11 shows the power output comparison for air cooled panel with an un-cooled 

panel. The rate power output for the panel is 75W. The remaining power is lost due to 

optical and reflection losses. The maximum power output for a conventional panel 

around noon is about 45W whereas for a water cooled panel is 65 W.  During early hours 

of the day, no significant effect of cooling is observed. But as the irradiance increases, the 

cooling effect plays a major role in increasing the power output. 
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of power output for air cooling and without cooling. 

Finally, a comparison of power output for an air cooled, water cooled and un-cooled 

panel is given in Fig 5.12. The maximum power extracted from the panel is obtained by 

water cooling. Decreasing the level of electrical power reduces the photovoltaic panel 

efficiency significantly as temperature exceeds the critical daily limit. Thus in optimum 

system operation, it is suitable to decrease the module temperature near the ambient 

temperature. During the working day, the panel efficiency decreases and reaches a 

minimum at solar noon. By reducing the cell temperature and therefore increasing the 

power level, efficiency rises. By incorporating the cooling mechanism an increase in the 

electrical efficiency is observed.  
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of power output for air, water cooling and without cooling 

Figure 5.13 shows the variation of electrical efficiency of a conventional panel 

throughout the day and a comparison with air and water cooling is also shown. The 

maximum efficiency of the water cooled and air cooled panel is about 14% and 11% near 

solar noon. Temperature effects are the result of an inherent characteristic of crystalline 

silicon cell-based modules. They tend to produce higher voltage as the temperature drops 

and conversely, to lose voltage in high temperatures. Variation of power output with 

irradiance is shown in Fig. 5.14. As the irradiance increases, the power output is found to 

increase. The effect of irradiance on the power output is an important factor in studying 

the PV panel performance. Decrease in the irradiance levels can seriously affect the 

power output of the panel. 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of electrical efficiency for air, water and without cooling 

Figure 5.14: Variation of power output with irradiance 
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The hybrid panel thus produces electrical energy as well as thermal energy. Thermal 

performance of air cooled and water cooled modules are shown in Fig. 5.15. Maximum 

thermal efficiency of an air cooled model is found to be 46% around noon time whereas 

for water cooled model the efficiency is 57%. The percentage difference in the efficiency 

is about 18%. The variation of thermal gain with air cooling and water cooling is shown 

in the Fig. 5.15. The maximum gain is 250W with water cooling and 210 W with air 

cooling because of high heat transfer characteristics of water. The thermal gain for air 

and water cooling is shown in Fig 5.16. The thermal efficiency as a function of reduced 

temperature is also presented. The least square fit of the data for thermal efficiency for an 

air cooled as well as for water cooled panel is shown in Figs. 5.17 and 5.18 respectively. 

The scatter in the data is expected, because of temperature dependence, wind effect 

variations.

Figure 5.15: Comparison of thermal efficiency for air cooling and water cooling 
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of thermal gain for air cooling and water cooling 

Figure 5.17: Measured thermal efficiency data for an air cooled PV model and a straight line fit to the collected 

data. 
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Figure 5.18: Measured thermal efficiency data for a water cooled PV model and a straight line fit to the collected 

data. 

5.3   PV-water cooling: Experimental results 

The performance of PV system depends on several climatic factors such as solar 

radiation, ambient temperature and wind speed since the maximum power point (MPP) 

on the current-voltage (I-V) performance curve varies with these factors.  The tests were 

conducted with water cooling in the month of Feb. 2012. The variation of irradiance 

received by the panel surface during the test day is shown in Fig. 5.19 Maximum value of 

radiation received is 954 W/m
2 

at solar noon. The climatic data including ambient 

temperature, wind speed for the test day is also shown in Figs. 5.19 and 5.20.  
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Figure 5.19: Hourly variation of irradiance and ambient temperature during the test day (02-02-2012). 

Figure 5.20: Hourly variation of module temperatures (front and back) and wind speed during the test day (02-

02-2012). 
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Increase in the PV module temperature inversely affects the power output. The increase 

in the module temperature above the ambient temperature initiates the process of heat 

loss from the module through the mechanisms (conduction, convection and radiation) and 

results in a decrease of output voltage. The variation of module surface temperatures 

(front and back) during the test day (02-02-2012) is shown in Fig. 5.20. The maximum 

module temperatures (front and back) were found to be 35.3
o
C and 34.3

o
C at noon time. 

To boost the electrical efficiency of the PV module, temperature and temperature 

gradient over the PV module are considered critical. The operating temperature of the PV 

module directly relates to the module efficiency. 

Fig. 5.21 shows the energy collection as a function of irradiance with comparison 

between the conventional PV system and the hybrid system. From the figure, it is 

observed that as the irradiance increases the energy collection increases. The maximum 

energy obtained with PV system is around 190W whereas at the same irradiance level, 

the hybrid system captures a maximum of 750W which is nearly 4 times higher than the 

PV system.  

Fig. 5.22 shows the PV module temperature as a function of irradiance. From the figure it 

is observed that the module temperature is linearly proportional to irradiance. The 

module temperature variation for the case of with and without cooling is presented in the 

figure. In the case of without cooling, for an irradiance of about 1000 W/m
2
 the module 

temperature reaches to about 45
0
C, whereas at the same irradiance level, with cooling the 

module temperature reduces to 34
0
C showing that the temperature reduction is significant 
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due to heat absorbed by the water. An overall reduction of 20% in the module 

temperature throughout the day is observed with the influence of cooling.  

�

Figure 5.21: Comparison of energy collection as a function of irradiance for PV system and hybrid system. 

�

Figure 5.22: Module temperature as a function of solar irradiance. 
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Variation of outlet water temperature at different flow rates is presented in the Fig. 5.23. 

From this figure it is observed that at lower flow rates the outlet water temperature is high 

but as the flow rate increases, the outlet temperature reduces. The effect of mass flow rate 

on maximum rise in water temperature (T0-Ti) is shown in Fig. 5.24. It can be seen that 

the rise in temperature decreases with increase in mass flow rate. The effect of radiation 

intensity on the temperature rise is seen also in Fig. 5.24 which shows that the 

temperature rise increases with increase in radiation intensity at same flow rate.  

�

Figure 5.23: Variation of outlet water temperature throughout the day at different flow rates. 
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Figure 5.24: The Effect of mass flow rate on water temperature rise at different levels of irradiance 

�

�

5.4 Validation 

5.4.1 Air cooled model 

This section presents the results of air cooled model validated with the data available in 

the literature. Further, to compare the results, a correlation coefficient (r) and root mean 

square percent deviation (e) given by Eqns.5.1 and 5.2 have been evaluated and depicted 

in the figures as well. 

Fig 5.25 shows the variation of solar irradiance, ambient temperature and the inlet fluid 

temperature throughout the day [41].   
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Fig. 5.26 shows the experimental and numerical results of maximum power output 

throughout the day. The experimental results show that the maximum power attained is 

around 85W, whereas the numerical results predict it to be around 95W. A good 

agreement between the computed results and experimental data is obtained with 

correlation coefficient, r = 0.98 and root mean square percent deviation, e = 12.4% is 

obtained.   

�

Figure 5.25:�Hourly variations of irradiance, ambient and inlet air temperature during the test day [41]. 
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Figure 5.26: Experimental Validation of hourly variation of powe
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Experimental Validation of hourly variation of power output with PV air cooled model

The numerical and experimental results of the cell temperature, back surface temperature 

temperature of joshi et al. [41] are compared with the results of the present 

, 5.28 and 5.29 respectively. From the figure it is observed that the 

present model predicts the results more accurately than the model developed by 

over predicts the experimental data.   
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�

Figure 5.27: Experimental Validation of hourly variation of cell temperature with PV air cooled model 

�

Figure 5.28: Experimental Validation of hourly variation of back surface temperature with PV air cooled model 
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�

Figure 5.29: Experimental Validation of hourly variation of outlet air temperature with PV air cooled model 

Fig. 5.30 shows the comparison of present numerical model and experimental results of 

maximum power point efficiency throughout the day. A good agreement with correlation 

coefficient, r = 0.98 and root mean square percent deviation, e = 8.26% is obtained.  

�

Figure 5.30: Experimental Validation of hourly variation of maximum power point efficiency with PV air cooled 

model 
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5.4.2 Water cooled model 

The numerical results obtained from the water cooled model are validated with the 

experimental data from the tests conducted at KFUPM in the month of Feb. 2012. 

Further, to compare the results, a correlation coefficient (r) and root mean square percent 

deviation (e) has been evaluated by the following equations. and depicted in the figures 

as well. The variation of irradiance received by the panel surface during the test day is 

shown in Fig. 5.31. Maximum value of radiation received is 979 W/m
2 

at 11 am whereas 

the average radiation throughout the day was 710 W/m
2
. The weather data which includes 

the ambient temperature is also shown in the same figure. Maximum ambient temperature 

is found to be 21
0
C at noon time and the average temperature throughout the day was 

20
0
C. 

Increase in the PV module temperature inversely affects the power output. The increase 

in the module temperature above the ambient temperature initiates the process of heat 

loss from the module through the mechanisms (conduction, convection and radiation) and 

results in a decrease of output voltage. The variation of module surface temperatures 

(front and back) and the wind speed during the test day is shown in Fig.5.32. The 

maximum module temperatures (front and back) were found to be 45
o
C and 42.8

o
C at 

noon time. The average wind speed throughout the test day was 1.5 m/s. 
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Figure 5.31: Hourly variation of irradiance and ambient temperature during the test day (08-02-12). 

  

Figure 5.32: Hourly variation of module temperatures (front and back) and wind speed during the test day     

(08-02-12). 
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Fig. 5.33 and 5.34 shows the comparison of numerical and experimental result for the 

module front surface and back surface temperatures throughout the day. The measured 

surface temperature shown in the figures is the average temperature of 5 thermocouples 

each at front and back. From Fig. 5.33, a fair agreement between the numerical and 

experimental results with correlation coefficient, r = 0.98 and root mean square percent 

deviation, e = 5.43% is obtained. From Fig. 5.34, a fair agreement with correlation 

coefficient, r = 0.98 and root mean square percent deviation, e = 7.4% is obtained. 

�

Figure 5.33: Comparison of numerical and experimental data for module surface temperature with water 

cooling. 
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�

Figure 5.34: Comparison of numerical and experimental data for back surface temperature with water cooling. 

Figure 5.35 presents the numerical and experimental results of outlet fluid temperature 

throughout the test day. Maximum water temperature recorded is 30
0 

C around noon time and a 

good agreement with the numerical results (correlation coefficient, r = 0.99 and root mean 

square percent deviation, e = 4.56%) is obtained.  

Figure 5.36 shows the thermal gain captured throughout the day. Thermal energy output 

is defined as the increase in the internal energy of the water running over the panel due to 

the increase in the temperature of the water. Due to high specific heat of water the 

temperature increase is quite a bit. As the outlet water temperature increases the thermal 

gain also increases. A fair agreement between the numerical and experimental results 

(correlation coefficient, r = 0.98 and root mean square percent deviation, e = 6.1%) is 

obtained. �
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�

Figure 5.35: Comparison of numerical and experimental data for water outlet temperature. 

�

Figure 5.36: Comparison of numerical and experimental data for thermal gain with water cooling. 
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Figs. 5.37 and 5.38 show the comparison of numerical and experimental results of 

maximum power and efficiency. The measured power output fairly matches with the 

numerical result (correlation coefficient, r = 0.99 and root mean square percent deviation, 

e = 4.1%) and maximum power point efficiency as well with correlation coefficient, r = 

0.98 and root mean square percent deviation, e = 5.2%. 

�

�

Figure 5.37: Comparison of numerical and experimental data for maximum power output with water cooling. 
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�

�

Figure 5.38: Comparison of numerical and experimental data of maximum power point efficiency. 

5.4.3 PV Water Cooling: Numerical Results: 
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was 34%. Since the cooling panel is attached to the rear surface of the module, maximum 

amount of thermal gain is achieved and hence resulted in a reduced back surface 

temperature.  

�

Figure 5.39: Comparison of cell temperature throughout the day with cooling and without cooling. 
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�

Figure 5.40: Comparison of module back surface temperature throughout the day with cooling and without 

cooling. 

The maximum power output from the panel varies with the intensity of the solar 

irradiance and the temperature of the cell. The output of a PV module also depends on the 

number of cells in the module, the type of cells, and the total surface area of the cells. All 

modules are rated by manufacturers in terms of their peak power (Wp) under standard 

test conditions: i.e. (Irradiance of 1000 W/m²; air mass of 1.5 and cell temperature 25 ºC). 

Modules nearly always produce less than their rated peak power in real-life conditions. 

The output varies depending upon: the amount of solar radiation; the temperature of the 

module (output decreases as temperature rises); the voltage at which the load (or battery) 

is drawing power from the module. The comparison of electrical power output of the 

panel for the two cases are throughout the test day is shown in Fig.5.41. The maximum 

value of power output of the module for non-cooling case is 185 W at 11am whereas the 
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maximum power output with cooling is 211 W. An average increase of 10% in the power 

output of the module was observed in the case of cooling. 

The efficiency of the module is a major factor in the PV performance. The conversion 

efficiency is the percentage of incident solar energy that a PV module converts to 

electricity. Fig. 5.42 shows the hourly variation of electrical (MPP) efficiency during the 

test day. As seen from the figure, a significant increase in the efficiency is observed with 

water cooling. The maximum value of efficiency without cooling is 15.8% observed at 9 

am whereas in the case of cooling the maximum value is 18% at 11am. The temperature 

reduction has caused a noticeable improvement in electrical efficiency in Fig. 5.42. With 

active cooling, the increase in the electrical energy yield over the day was 9%.  

�

Figure 5.41: Comparison of maximum power output of the module throughout the day with cooling and without 

cooling. 
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�

Figure 5.42: Comparison of maximum power point efficiency throughout the day with cooling and without 

cooling. 
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This chapter of the thesis discusses the conclusions of the study and the results presented 

in the previous chapter. In the last section, some of the directions in which this thesis 

work can be extended are discussed.  

All the objectives mention in this thesis have been achieved successfully.  The first task 

was to develop an electrical model which could predict the performance parameters of 

the PV module with climatic and manufacturers data provided. The program was 

developed using the engineering equation solver (EES) software. The results of the 

numerical data have also been validated with the experimental tests conducted at KFUPM 

campus and a good agreement between them was achieved. The developed model is very 

much capable of predicting the output parameters such as cell temperature, maximum 

power point current, voltage, power and efficiency. The following conclusions were 

drawn after this study. 

Increase in the solar irradiance provides higher power output but at the cost of reduction 

in the module efficiency. Absorption of solar radiation increases the temperature of PV 

cells resulting in a drop of electrical efficiency.  
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To increase the operating electrical efficiency of PV systems, an obvious method is to 

cool (in the form of air cooling and water cooling) the temperature of the cells by 

incorporating a cooling mechanism. There has been considerable amount of research in 

this area by employing cooling ducts to the system as well as by creating hybrid PV and 

thermal (PV/T) systems, which could produce hot water in addition to electricity. In both 

cases, a heat carrier fluid would remove the heat from the cells thus cooling them and 

allowing their electrical efficiency to increase. 

The second task to develop an air cooled and water cooled thermal model which aimed at 

improving the performance of the PV system. The two models were developed by 

coupling the electrical model with the thermal model using EES software. Various 

thermal performance parameters such as thermal gain and thermal efficiency are shown 

in the previous chapter. 

The third task was to experimentally analyze the performance of a PV system integrated 

with a water cooling system. The experimental results of with cooling and without 

cooling are also presented in section 5.3 in the previous chapter. A considerable 

improvement in the performance of the PV system was obtained when integrated with the 

cooling mechanism. An increase in power output with reduced cell temperature was 

achieved and an additional thermal gain which can be utilized for domestic applications 

as well. 
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6.1 Future Work 

The direction in which this study can be extended further is discussed in this section. The 

main focus was aimed at reducing the cell temperature which plays a major role in PV 

system performance.  

Another technology utilized to capture solar energy is the concentrator technique. 

Concentrated solar power (CSP) systems use mirrors or lenses to concentrate a large 

amount of sunlight onto a small area. One measure of the effectiveness of this approach is 

the concentration ratio which relates on the amount of concentration a cell receives. 

Concentrator PV systems have many advantages over flat-plate systems as they reduce 

the size or number of cells needed and allow certain designs to use more expensive 

semiconductor materials which would otherwise be cost prohibitive. The reflectors which 

are placed beside the PV panel focus the solar radiation on the panel with multiple 

reflections and hence raise the cell temperature significantly. The cooling mechanism will 

be beneficial in this study since more irradiance gets concentrated at panel surface area. 

High concentration ratios also have heating problem. Therefore, the cells must be kept 

cool in a concentrator system, requiring sophisticated heat sync cooling designs. 
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